Techniques for creating accurate scenes of small targets against high clutter cloud backgrounds have been developed. This scene generation capability is a crucial first step in developing acquisition, tracking, and mode logic algorithms for real time implementation. This scene generation capability features multiple targets combined with cloud backgrounds and numerous options for real world sensor effects. The generated frames are radiometrically and spatially accurate to sub-pixel precision.
INTRODUCTION
A realistic tracking algorithm development simulation test-bed is an invaluable tool to fully benefit from ever increasing real-time image processing capabilities. Creating representative, realistic, and accurate 2 dimensional images of scene containing targets, backgrounds and sensor effects is a critical component of this algorithm development test-bed. The speed and flexibility offered by such an algorithm test bed capability dramatically reduces tracker design, development, and testing costs. Furthermore, algorithm performance and robustness is vastly improved by allowing algorithm designers to experiment against countless scenarios and combinations oftargets, backgrounds, and sensors imperfections.
The simulation includes scene background effects, target characteristics, atmospheric propagation, optical system effects, detector sampling effects and noise. These scenes were used to verify algorithm performance in the areas of clutter suppression and target detection, track accuracy, and latency. This paper describes the scene generation and methodology used.
SCENE GENERATION

Overview
In order to support tracker algorithm development and performance validation, a physics based, radiometrically and spatially representative scene generation tool was developed ( Figure 1 ). The scene generation begins with a cloud background model which is both radiometrically correct and which includes proper edge and intensity statistics. Line Of Sight (LOS) motion smearing can be added to this background to simulate the effects of LOS motion during a single frame integration time. A radiometrically accurate target model is inserted into the scene at high resolution (much higher than the eventual sensor sampling) in order to avoid aliasing and inaccurate edge effects. Next a range and elevation angle dependent atmospheric attenuation factor is applied. The image is then convolved with an Optical Point Spread Function (PSF) determined by the sensor's aperture diffraction effects and geometric aberrations. The image is also scaled by the optical system attenuation. Photon Poisson statistics are added to the input scene. Next the scene is sampled by the focal plane. This includes spatial quantization, detection quantum efficiency, spatial and temporal electronic noise effects, and fmally intensity quantization. The scene generation tool was used to generate a number of different image sequences involving different levels of cloud cover, target ranges, and elevation angles. The scene generation process is described below in more detail.
Cloud Backgrounds
The cloud background scenes were generated using a technique developed by Lashansky [1 -4] . His cloud model was developed by observing and analyzing a number of cloud scenes using MWIR and LWIR imagery with various amounts of cloud cover. Lashansky's technique uses a 2D Weiner spectrum (also known as the Power Spectral Density) to generate images which have realistic looking spatial distributions for various amounts of cloud cover. He then uses a histogram remapping technique to produce the correct radiometric distribution for clouds, sky, and transition regions.
The size of the cloud scene array should be significantly bigger than the focal plane array in order to approximate a continuous background. This is necessary to avoid introducing artifacts when the targets are added to the scene (next section). An over sampling of4 times in each dimension was used. Thus if a 128x128 pixel final image is desired, we create a 5 12x5 12 pixel cloud scene. Note that the sensor array image and the cloud scene image are aligned so that the sensor array image pixel boundaries coincide with cloud scene pixel boundaries. No fidelity is gained by shifting the two arrays so they don't align and in fact unrealistic artifacts would be introduced.
Structure: Spatial Distribution
The 2D Weiner spectrum is formed by collecting a number of cloud scenes having a similar amount of cloud cover, removing sensor effects, taking the 2D Fourier transform of the images, taking the modulus of these transforms, and then averaging the results. By doing this with several different sets of images, each set having a different amount of cloud cover, Lashansky was able to develop a 2D Weiner spectrum equation which captured the spatial frequency effects of various amounts of cloud cover (equation 1):
The parameters in equation (1) are the standard deviation of the cloud radiance (aR), the conelation length (3), and the two spatial frequency dimensions (u,v) . The form of the parameter K is given by K = 2n/f2 for a 3 to 6. The correlation length is related to the percentage cloud cover in the scene by the equation: /3 = O.OO333f(%cover) + 0.00193 radians.
(2)
The percent cloud cover in equation (2) is a number between 0 and 1 00. However, the only allowed numbers are 1 0, 50, and 90. For cloud covers of 10 and 90%, a 3 while for a cloud cover of 50%, c 5. The exact value of o. (jW/cm2/sr)is not important since radiometric calibration is performed as part of the histogram modification.
In order to generate a cloud scene from the 2D Weiner spectrum (equation 1), it is necessary to introduce spatial frequency noise. This is accomplished using two random distributions. The first distribution R1 is a normal distribution having zero mean and unit variance. The second distribution, R2 is a uniform distribution between 0 and 2rr. Both sets of random numbers are generated to have N2 values (1 for each pixel location).
The Fourier domain "image" is now computed as:
where S(u,v), R1, and R2 are all real numbers. The values R1 and R2 in equation (3) Since we wish to generate a strictly real image, we now impose several complex conjugate constraints. In essence we demand that F(N-u, M-v) -F* (u,v) . A bit of care is required because the image does not go from _(N/2)*df to +(N/2)*df but rather it goes from _(N12)*dfto +(NI21)*df. This requires special treatment of the (NI2) The Fourier domain image we have created has the origin in the center. Most FFT computer routines shuffle the quadrants around, so in order to use a standard FFT routine it is necessary to exchange the first and third quadrants and the second and fourth quadrants. Performing the FFT operation now yields a strictly real image. This image is a floating point image. Since in the next step we will form the histogram which requires binning, we want to convert this image to an integer representation. Since the fmal image, after target insertion, sensor sampling, and other operations will be a 12 bit image, we want this intermediate stage to have many bins per fmal output bit. Therefore we scale this image to be an integer with values from 0 to 220l.
The image at this point is not radiometrically calibrated and a histogram of the image is approximately gaussian. The edge transitions from cloud to sky are relatively soft. Actual cloud scenes were observed by Lashansky to have bi-modal or tn-modal distributions, one each for sky, cloud, and transition regions.
Histogram Remapping: Radiometric calibration
Histogram remapping uses two cumulative distribution functions, that of the original image, and the desired target cumulative distribution function. For each function, the x-axis is the pixel grey scale value in the image, ranging from 0 to the maximum grey scale value (in our case 2201). The y-axis is the number of pixels in the image whose grey scale value is less than or equal to the value on the x-axis. The cumulative distribution function is thus a monotonically increasing function which can run either from 0 to the total number of pixels (N2) or can be normalized to run from 0 to 1 (we used 0 to N2). Histogram remapping is performed as follows. For each pixel in the original image, the pixel grey scale value is selected on the x-axis of the original image cumulative distribution function and the y-axis value is read off (number of pixels with that grey scale value or less). Now one finds the same y-value on the target cumulative distribution function graph and reads off the corresponding grey scale level from the x-axis. This is the new grey scale value for the pixel.
The histogram remapping function accomplishes two tasks for us. First, it remaps the image histogram allowing us to "tune" the edge sharpness. Second, it allows us to impose different radiometric mean values on different portions of the image, such as sky, cloud, and transition regions. Lashansky divides his cloud scenes into three regions: cloud, sky, and transition. Lashansky models each region as a normal distribution having a unique mean and standard deviation. Thus a histogram of a "real" image in the Lashansky view will have three distinct gaussian peaks, one for each region.
Inputs to the Lashansky histogram remapping include the mean and standard deviation of the radiance for each of the three regions, and the percent of the image which contains cloud. When performing the remapping, we select a minimum and maximum radiance for the remapping. We chose as a minimum radiance the sky mean radiance minus 6 times the sky standard deviation. For the maximum radiance we chose the cloud mean radiance plus 6 times the cloud standard deviation. Given the minimum and maximum radiance values and the dynamic range of the image in grey levels (220), we can derive a scaling factor and convert the radiance values to digital grey scale values. The scaling factor is simply the (maximum radiance -minimum radiance) I number ofgrey levels. The digital value ofthe sky mean value then is the sky mean radiance minus the minimum radiance divided by the scale factor.
Since we will need the cumulative distribution function of the original image, we form the histogram of the original image and then convert that to the cumulative distribution function. We do not normalize the cumulative distribution function but rather leave it as a monotomcally increasing function with values from 0 to N2. Note that the x-axis of the cumulative distribution function runs from 0 to 220l.
Next we need to generate the target cumulative distribution function. Since the desired histogram is a sum of 3 gaussian distributions, the target cumulative distribution function will be a weighted sum of 3 enor functions. Since most standard computer error functions (erf(x)) take on values of 0-1 as x goes from 0 to infinity, rather than as x goes from -to +oo, a bit of care must be taken. We scale the target cumulative distribution function to have values from 0 to N2.
In order to simplify the remapping process, we invert the target cumulative distribution function into a look-up table of grey scale as a function of cumulative number of pixels, so we do not have to search the target cumulative distribution function for the correct y-axis value. The remapping is now simply done by selecting each pixel in the original image, using its value as the index into the original image cumulative distribution function (to give the number of pixels with that grey value or less), and then using that result as the index into the inverted target cumulative distribution function so we can read offthe desired grey scale value. A typical resulting histogram is shown in figure 2. The remapped digital values can be converted to radiometric units by multiplying by our radiometric scale factor and then adding the minimum radiance value. The result is stored as an image having floating point pixel values which are in radiance units.
We obtained values for the mean and standard deviation of the three regions by analyzing imagery collected at several different geographic locations of interest. Various cloud scenes were generated using these numbers.
Motion Smearing
One of the major assumptions of many track algorithms is that the target is being tracked and hence is relatively stationary in the image, while the background appears to move. This background motion can be significant, on the order of several pixels during a frame integration time. This background motion during a frame time will tend to smear the background and soften any edges in the background (while the target will remain stationary and not suffer this edge softening effect). This in turn will make the detection problem easier and hence is an important effect to include in the background scene generation.
Our approach is to Fourier transform the original image generated in the preceding steps. Now in the Fourier domain we apply a smearing operator which effectively smears the image with the amount of background motion. We also generate a new Fourier domain image which is just the original image, shifted by the amount of single frame motion (this will be the input to the next frame smearing). The smeared image is now back transformed to generate a smeared image in real space.
The background motion smearing operator is: 
kmn a where a is the LOS motion per frame and k is the wave vector. This complex smearing operator is simpiy multiplied by the Fourier domain image to provide the motion smear. The result is back transformed as just described to get the actual motion smeared image. Energy is conserved in this operation so there are no radiometric adjustments necessary. Note that as ka goes to zero, S(k,a) goes to 1 . In order to avoid a division by zero it is necessary to impose a check that if ka = 0, then S 1 (strictly real).
To simply offset an image by an amount a, we multiply the Fourier domain image by the phase factor e'. In this notation, both k and a are two dimensional vectors and the product is a dot product. For most image sequences we set a equal to a constant, corresponding to constant LOS motion. Note that the image simply "wraps around"; as a portion of the image is shifted out of the image on one side, it reappears on the other side of the image. We use this and impose the constraint onthe image sequence that nka = m2rc where n is the number of frames in the image sequence and m is an integer. In other words, at the end of an image sequence, the cloud scene has just returned to its original position. This (along with proper target motion constraints), allows us to play an image sequence as a continuous loop without jumps in the background or target positions.
Target Model and Insertion
Two problems must be addressed when the scene is to include a target. The first is the generation of a target image and the second is how to properly insert the target into the scene. The second problem is important because if the target is not properly inserted into the scene it is possible to easily produce unrealistically strong edges, which can be readily detected by an edge detection algorithm. In this case a track algorithm might work very well on the simulated imagery but fail completely against real world targets.
A silhouette of a representative target is generated using an analytical model (e.g. a CAD type silhouette). The actual target length can be specified as part of the target model. This silhouette can now be rotated and scaled by range as desired. We also assume that the target is a uniform temperature grey body emitter. For a given temperature, the black body radiance is integrated over the sensor waveband and scaled by the emissivity to produce the target in-band radiance. The target is initially imbedded in a zero radiance background.
Recall that the cloud scene was generated with a single pixel IFOV which was 114 the sensor single pixel IFOV in each dimension. A target scene having a single pixel IFOV which is 1/16 the sensor single pixel IFOV or 1/4 the cloud scene IFOV is prepared. This grid is aligned with the sensor (and cloud scene) pixel boundaries. This means that for every cloud pixel there will be a 4x4 array of target pixels, and for every sensor pixel there will be a 4x4 array of cloud pixels (Fig. 3) . The continuous, scaled target model is now positioned within the target scene grid to sub-pixel (double precision) accuracy and sampled by the target scene grid. The target scene and the cloud scene must now be combined to produce the sensor input scene.
Sensor Pixel Figure 3 . Sensor, Cloud Scene, and Target Scene relative IFOV A transmissivity map is generated for the cloud scene. The transmissivity is defined as the fraction of energy from the background which is transmitted through the target scene. If a cloud scene pixel is covered with target scene pixels containing no target (i.e. zero radiance), the transmissivity is 1. Similarly, if the cloud scene pixel is completely covered with target pixels from the target scene, the transmissivity is 0. If the cloud scene pixel is only partially covered by target pixels from the target scene, then the transmissivity is the fraction of the cloud scene pixel which is covered by zero radiance pixels from the Target Scene Pixels (IFOV 1/4 Cloud Scene Cloud Scene IFOV). Pixels (IFOV = 1/4 Sensor IFOV). target scene. This transmissivity is multiplied by the cloud scene pixel value and used as one of two additive contributions to the sensor input scene. Next the target scene pixels overlaying the cloud scene pixel are summed. We can sum the zero radiance pixels along with the target pixels, because the zero radiance pixels will make no contribution.
Typically, a number of targets are placed at various points in the scene. In addition, the targets are generally designed to move from frame to frame. In order to allow the image sequence to be played as a continuous loop, we require that the targets return to their original position in the imagery, in the last frame ofthe sequence.
Atmospheric Propagation
Two effects are captured in the atmospheric propagation model. One is range and the other is atmospheric attenuation. For most of the image sequences, range can be considered approximately constant.
For resolved targets the conversion from target radiance to focal plane irradiance is obtained by multiplying the target radiance by the projected area of a pixel A (IFOV)2 * R2, and then by the solid angle of the optical system aperture seen from the target, c0 = D2/4R2, where R is the range from the sensor to the target. Note that the range cancels and need not be specified in this calculation. For unresolved targets there is a hR2 range effect. In either case, this is a simple scaler number which multiplies the radiometric image, transforming scene radiance to sensor irradiance.
For all targets, atmospheric attenuation must be considered. Atmospheric attenuation is computed using atmospheric modeling codes, such as ModTran [5] [6] [7] , which give attenuation as a function of season, location, elevation angle, range, wavelength pass-band, and various atmospheric conditions. The result is a simple scalar number which is used to multiply the radiometric image.
Since both of these atmospheric effects simply uniformly scale the image intensity, the only effect that they have is on processes dependent on absolute image intensity. These are photon Poisson statistics, and photo-electron to sensor noise electron ratios.
Optical System Effects
Optical system effects include optical attenuation and point spread function blurring due to a finite aperture in the optics.
For a circular aperture, the angular smear will be a gaussian of 4XIrtD radians diameter at the lie2 points, where X is the wavelength of light (we choose the center wavelength of the pass-band) and D is the clear aperture diameter. A gaussian of this diameter is convolved with the sensor input scene to introduce the point spread function blurring, resulting from diffraction. Optical attenuation is simply a scalar factor applied to the entire image.
Detector Sampling
In this step we convert from sensor pixel irradiance to sensor photoelectrons and then to digital counts. The result of the preceding operations is a radiometically correct input scene for the sensor which contains a minimum of edge effects due to aliasing. This input scene is over-sampled by a factor of 4 in each dimension compared to the sensor (the scene single pixel IFOV is 1/4 the sensor single pixel IFOV). We begin by summing the input scene pixels on a 4x4 grid to convert to sensor pixels. Now the sensor irradiance is converted from Watts/pixel to photons/sec/pixel using a conversion factor of 5x10'8 photons/sec/Watt. Photon shot noise is introduced at this point using the standard Poisson model in which the standard deviation of the noise is equal to the square root of the number ofphotons. The result is multiplied by the pixel fill factor and the quantum efficiency to obtain a photo-current. Next we multiply by the frame integration time to obtain the total number of photo-electrons.
Detectors exhibit a dark current which accumulates over time. The rate at which dark current accumulates varies from pixel to pixel, resulting in a spatial non-uniformity. In addition, the amount of dark current exhibits a temporal variation from one frame to the next. Once a frame integration time has elapsed, the charge is read out of each pixel and converted to a voltage, which is then quantized. We assume that the well capacity of the pixels is much greater than the dynamic range of the Analog to Digital (A/D) converter. In this case, the output voltage is shifted prior to the A/D conversion, so that the variation lies within the range of the converter. With this assumption, we can ignore the constant, integration time dependent number of detector generated electrons, and concentrate solely on the spatial and temporal variation. Detector noise is therefore specified as both a spatial and temporal standard deviation in the number ofnoise electrons.
A gaussian random number generator is used to generate one, temporally constant, spatial noise map. Each entry in this map specifies the number of spatial noise electrons to be added to a given pixel in each image. For the temporal noise, a new gaussian noise map is generated for each frame. Once spatial and temporal noise electrons are added to each image pixel to give the total number of electrons which will be digitized.
The fmal step in the scene generation process is to quantize the number of electrons into image grey scale levels. A 12-bit (0 to 4095) A/D converter is used We assume that an operator m a real system will be able to adjust a gam and offset factor to allow the image sequence to fill the dynamic range of the A/D without saturatmg Therefore, we set the full scale (4095) level slightly above the expected largest number of electrons, and the minimum value (0), slightly below the smallest number of electrons.
The preceding procedure is used to generate sequences of imagery in which the clouds are observed to move at constant velocity across the imagery, while the targets move mdependently In order to provide a contmuous image sequence as mput to the tracker, the cloud and target motion are arranged so that at the end of the sequence they have just returned to their original positions.
SAMPLE IMAGERY
A sample image is shown below in figure 4 . The image shows a typical cloud distribution pattern, with sensor noise effects and four targets. The image wide speckle represents sensor spatial and temporal noise.
A scene generator capable of creating accurate scenes of small targets against high clutter cloud backgrounds has been developed. Spatially over-sampled cloud backgrounds are generated using 2 dimensional Wiener spectrums, followed by a histogram re-mapping. The Wiener spectrum produces a cloud background with representative spatial frequency content, while the histogram re-mapping provides radiometric calibration and scene radiance distribution (image statistics). A technique for combining these backgrounds with targets, which accurately preserves the image spatial characteristics, was presented. Target andsensor motion effects using Fourier sub-sampling and combining techniques. Finally, numerous image degradation effects are applied accounting for numerous effects including atmospheric, optical system, detector sampling, noise, calibration, and FPA imperfections.
This scene generation capability can be used to create realistic and real world representative scenes for track algorithm development. Such a simulation test bed capability offers designers an algorithm development environment that cannot practically be duplicated in hardware and test set ups within any reasonable cost. Furthermore, algorithm performance and robustness is vastly improved by allowing algorithm designers to experiment against countless scenarios and combinations of targets, backgrounds, and sensors imperfections. 
